Session 9: The Kingdom Economy
video: 09_en_spiritual_economy.mp4
time: 3 MINS
link: www.zume.training
Study Guide:
God shows us in His Kingdom economy we’re rewarded not by what we get - but by what
we give away.
When we are faithful to OBEY and SHARE what the Lord has shared with us, then He
promises to share even more. Jesus said - Whoever can be trusted with very little can also
be trusted with much.
This is the path to deeper insights, greater intimacy and living the abundant life God created
us to live. This is the way we can walk in the good works God has already planned for us to
do.
In the economy of the Kingdom, we profit by what we give away. This is the basis of
spiritual breathing. When we are faithful to obey and pass on what the Lord communicates
to us, He will communicate with us more clearly and fully. This is the path to deeper
insights, greater intimacy with God, and living the abundant life He intends for us. This is the
way we can walk in those good works that God has planned beforehand for us to do.
This means the most loving thing we can do for one another within the Body of Christ (the
church) is to practice dual accountability. That is, accountability to obey and to pass on
what the Lord reveals to us; to do it and to teach it; to practice it and share it with others.
Living by the Kingdom economy is a major part of being a disciple. We are blessed to be a
blessing. We are followers and leaders. We are learners and teachers. This is how we can
best steward God’s leadership. This process should begin as soon as we enter the Kingdom.
We must not wait until we are “mature” to begin to minister in this way. Instead, we
become mature by ministering in this way. We breathe IN and HEAR from God. We breathe
OUT and OBEY what we hear and SHARE with others.
Ask Yourself
What are some differences you see between God's Spiritual Economy and our earthly way
of getting things done?

